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Canon C-EXV55 Original 1 pc(s)

Brand : Canon Product code: 2186C002

Product name : C-EXV55

Black, 45000 Pages

Canon C-EXV55 Original 1 pc(s):

Our Kyosei Philosophy
Kyosei is Canon’s corporate philosophy and lies at the heart of our brand, business and sponsorship
activities. Kyosei is a Japanese word that means living and working together for the common good – a
principle that is embraced by all Canon employees. It shapes our mission and our values, the way we
treat our people and conduct our business.

Beyond our company activities, Kyosei influences the way we operate within the wider community and
with organisations throughout the world. We believe that being a good corporate citizen is of paramount
importance and are mindful of how our activities impact on our customers, employees, partners and the
world around us.
Canon C-EXV55. Type: Original, Brand compatibility: Canon, Compatibility: IR Advance C 256 i, IR
Advance C 356 P, IR Advance C 356 i, IR-C 256 i, IR-C 356 i, IR-C 356 P,...

Features

Compatibility *

IR Advance C 256 i, IR Advance C
356 P, IR Advance C 356 i, IR-C 256
i, IR-C 356 i, IR-C 356 P, IR-C 256 is,
IR Advance C 256 is, imageRUNNER
Advance C 356 P, imageRUNNER
Advance C 256 i, imageRUNNER
Advance C 356 i, imageRUNNER
Advance C 256 is

Features

Type * Original
Brand compatibility * Canon
Quantity per pack * 1 pc(s)
Multipack *
Page yield * 45000 pages
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